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[Efficiency Improvement]

Collect information from the field remotely
with V-Server!
What is V-Server?
V-Server is a software that allows you to collect and store field information
through MONITOUCH by connecting a PC to MONITOUCH via Ethernet.
V-Server also reads the data logged by MONITOUCH without dedicated program.
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I had to go to the site and check the data on the equipment
to get a better idea of what was going on in the field...

It would be very
convenient if I could
check the production
data at a certain time
every day...
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I wish I could easily
collect data from a
remote computer...

After
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V-Server's logging + events features allow you to collect data remotely!

Collect data with V-Server’s
logging and set up logging run/stop
timing with the events function!

Logging data is saved
to CSV/Excel/database.
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No need to change the programming of the V9 or the PLC.
If you set the logging run/stop time, V-Server will control it
automatically. It is convenient!

You can do this with V-Server logging + events!
Automatic daily reports
1. Register a logging.

Prepare a template
for the daily report.

Register logging data

You can save logging data in Excel
by specifying the sheet and the first
cell.

2. Register an event
The event can
be triggered
by a time or
PLC device.
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Select the logging
registered in 1.

a. $u100-00 ON
> event occurrence

b. Logging run
> Auto-save
the daily report!

You can save time by automating
your daily reports!
No more reporting errors!
* Refer to the TELLUS and V-Server (V-Server Manual) for details on the settings.

You can download V-Server from our website.
It is free to run for an hour. Give it a try!
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